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MOphlow 

The M.O. to the Phlow
Liquid Asset Project from the team at  

Blackpaper                           

HERE ARE SOME REASONS Why you shouldn't sleep on our public
pre-sale and the upcoming token launch. 



The Liquid Asset 
Project!

A World's 1st of it's k ind crypto asset 
acquisition platform setting the 
framework to leveraging Web 3.0 & the 
cryptoverse, providing improved access to 
everyone, thereby increasing the global 
standards & quality of living.

Since its inception, M Ophlow's goal is to 
build a bridge to wealth through web 3.0 
and crypto with high valuation and high 
market cap. As an investor, you want your 
money to work for you, and you want to 
make the smartest choices to get the most 
bang for your buck.

Our pre-sale I TO is officially running on 
Discord. Don't miss out on this exclusive 
opportunity.
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Bid to Win & Earn 
Cryptocurrency

How it works:

Compete to win cryptocurrency in 
a variety of competitive auctions.

F inal bidder wins the main 
reward item.

Any competing bid can win 
secondary and tiered rewards 

items.
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Our Crypto Asset 
Auctions

With a constant stream of new auctions 
listed daily, the opportunity to win will 

never have been better...
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70%
Similar to a yield farming strategy, all of 
the gains will be redistributed back to 
holders. Seventy percent allocated to 
active users. So you're guaranteed to get 
money back, every time.

30%
Similar to a yield farming strategy, all of 
the gains will be redistributed back to 
holders. Thirty percent allocated to token 
holders. So you're guaranteed to get 
money back, every time.

ALL GAINS ARE REDISTRIBUTED
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The Time of Phlow

01. Stand 
ULTIMATE 

TRANSPARENCY

We pride ourselves 
on transparency. 

Because of 
that, we will 

distribute our income 
proof ledger 

every quarter to keep 
you informed and 

educated.

02. Stretch 
MONTHLY 

GIVEAWAY PRIZES

Who doesn't love a 
good giveaway? As 

our way to 
say thank you for 
joining, we'll host 

monthly
giveaways for you to 

enter to win 
awesome prizes

03. Walk 
SAVINGS APP

W hether you have an 
iOS or an Android, 

you'll be able to 
download the 

M Ophlow app to
keep track of your 
savings and other 

finances

04. Jog
NFT 

MARKETPLACE

L ist and sell your 
NFT's directly with 

M Ophlow. 
This keeps your 

finances streamlined 
and all in 
one place

05. Run 
CRYPTO NEWS & 
MARKETPLACE

Another way to keep 
your info 

streamlined, 
M Ophlow also has its 

own news source 
and marketplace for 
crypto. Get the latest 

news and do your 
buying and selling in 

just 
one place
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SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING
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Marketing 
Strategy Process

Earned Media

Audience engagement through organic sources via the 
power of the internet – sharing, posting, linking, 

reviews, feedback, it all leads to growth.
Paid Media

Attention brought to M Ophlow through sponsored 
content and ads throughout the cryptoverse will lead to 

growth.
Social Platform

Our presence in the social networks is increasing with 
each day. Continued participation and nurturing will 

lead to growth.
Owned Properties

Each property of the project brings focus to unique tools 
and offerings from entertainment to productivity: each 

will lead to continued growth .
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Crypto Auctions

Exciting and thrilling auction 
style competitions bring huge 
opportunity for massive gains 

and big wins.

Portfolio Optimization

I ncrease yields by optimizing 
the quality of your holdings. 

Diversified Assets

Create more profit with the 
help of mixed asset packs 

and stakings in the 
cryptoverse.

Sit-n-Bid

Challenge yourself and 
others in our unique limited 
seat auctions competitions. 

W inning big purses.

Future Windfalls

Enter our future extended 
auction and grab yourself a 

piece of tomorrow.

Gaming & Entertainment

Building out our cryptoverse 
game that bring history to 

the present and r isk becomes 
the game.

Marketpplaces

M ulti-vendor marketplaces, 
NFT's, Swaps, Exchanger and 

more in the pipeline.

BOOST YOUR 
CRYPTO ASSET 
ACQUISITION
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Web 3.0 properties accepting MOphlow including our custom 
software(s), mobile apps, & ALL the bells and whistles 
progressively activated so that you can join us in building a 
community driven & supported platform that bridges building 
wealth and better living experience  for you. Strategically creating 
alliances with partners & showcasing the core workings, including 
built in e-commerce and payments integration, promotional 
coupons and discount campaigns, rewards program, loyalty 
incentives, social networks integration, YouTube videos, contact 
forms & surveys, QR code integration, even NFC (Near Frequency 
Communications) technology etc., etc. so you can build and 
improve your portfolio's bottom line with ease using the latest 
technologies.
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Product Phlow
Crypto asset acquisitions platform including, trading, 
swaps, stakes, stacking, NFT 's, game objects, and more.

Price Phlow
It's no secret, prices reflect the quality. 
Our quality is above all and foremost in 
the development of our services. Your 
benefit is greater returns and higher 
rates of growth overall. Increasing 
potential for exponential investment 
opportunities.

Promotion Phlow
With a team of skilled marketing 
professionals, our goals are clear and 
within reach. Between all channels we 
bring the essence of our vision, the 
origin, to the medium our audience 
enjoys.

Place Phlow
Web 3.0 expands our experience 
beyond anything in existence and 
reaches essentially every place. Based 
simply on versatility and ease of use, 
you'll find ways to use phlow 
everywhere.

Pphysical Phlow
Through cross channel partners & 

cooperative alliances we'll bring phlow 
to markets reaching new customers in 

fashion & entertainment, sports & 
games, food & lifestyle, and more.

Process Phlow
Delivering the goods is hard coded in 
the system which is building on the 

backbone of the blockchain and 
expanding the versatility with every 
transaction. Access is granted with 

participation and participation provides 
access.

People Phlow
It's clear the liquid asset project inspires 
a vision of fluid in harmony. This diverse 

ecosystem harbours the origin of 
humanities dynamic stability.

Marketing Strategy Process
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Most Effective Marketing Channels

Word of Mouth SEO Online Local Directors

Email Marketing Mobile Marketing PPC Advertising

27% 20% 15%

10% 18% 10%
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Regularly scheduled 
production & posting to top 

channels, ie: YouTube, TikTok, 
generates increased growth 

from new subscribers

ROI

Each holder of phlow will 
enjoy an estimated AP  Y  of 
up to 1% daily calculated to 
the second upon withdrawal.

Social Media

Users of phlow are 
interested in the shared 

experience. Between Twitter, 
I nstagram, M edium and 

more, you'll find us engaged.

Blog

News, updates and notices 
will be posted on the blog. 

R eaders will earn by 
participating on the blog post 
and comments, feedback, and 

more.



SEO

Everything SEO is handled by 
our Dev Team and follows 
cutting edge protocols and 
procedures for improved 
Exposure, adoption and 

presence.



Video Viral



Website

P rimary site to list all details 
of the project with links set 

to each sub-site in the 
network and 3rd party 

resources.



Digital
Marketing
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Share of Marketing Budgets

18%
15%

24%

15%
28%

Best practices will be applied in the content creation and distribution of media to the social networks in a measured and strategic fashion with focus on clear and improved calls 
to action. Generating traction and forward momentum will be the outcome of every social campaign. Continuously adding to the market share and global adoption of the 

MOphlow platform and ecosystem
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Twitter and Youtube as Marketing 
Channels

66%
OF MARKETING PLAN TO 
INCREASE THEIR USE OF 
TWITTER AND YOUTUBE

When 3,720
Marketers

from around the world were asked which social networks they 
plan to increase their use of, two came out on top: twitter and 

YouTube.
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Social Media Plan

1 2 3 4

LISTEN PLAN STRATEGY TOOLS

   

At all stages of development our 
team taps into feedback, reviews, 
Support requests to best 
understand and deliver the 
critical tools and resources 
MOphlow users want and need.

Community planning and 
improvements are developed for 
ease of use and functional 
expansion to continue to bring 
new and exciting opportunities to 
the core.

Creating a system that rewards 
participation and adoption with 
outstanding returns on 
investment and contributions. A 
universally accessible basic 
income system that performs 
exactly as intended simply as per 
the code

Accessibility and interactive GUI's 
are being implemented to offer 
Streamlined onboarding and clear 
pathway to success. These 
include: Wallet, Explorer, 
Exchange, Marketplace among 
several others.
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